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  ASX Managed Funds Service could 
cut transaction costs by half 

Rice Warner today published new research, sponsored by the ASX, which examines the potential cost savings to 
managed funds market participants if they were to adopt the proposed ASX Managed Funds Service.   

The ASX Managed Funds Service, which is subject to regulatory clearance, will enable managed funds to be 
settled on the exchange by facilitating the dissemination of fund unit prices as well as automating applications 
and redemptions of managed fund units using the ASX electronic settlement system, CHESS.  This automation 
aims to reduce paperwork, manual processes and, ultimately, transaction costs. 

The research is based on responses to a questionnaire and in-depth telephone interviews with market 
participants, including brokers, dealer groups, fund managers, platform providers, SMSF administrators and unit 
registries.  The focus was on the underlying costs of buying and selling managed investments rather than the fees 
charged. 

Key findings from the research are: 

 The underlying cost of buying units in a managed fund through a broker, financial adviser or platform are 
typically, around $43 per transaction.  This reduces to around $18 for broker and platform transactions 
under the ASX Managed Funds Service, a saving of $25 per transaction. 

 Different costs and levels of saving apply depending on the intermediary used and are different for buy and 
sell transactions respectively.  The savings ranged between 35% and 60% for different transaction types. 

 Potential transaction processing cost savings across the managed funds industry from adopting the ASX 
Managed Funds Service could be between $145 million and $215 million per annum, although this assumes 
100% adoption. 
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 There is very little understanding amongst many participants, particularly advisers, of the costs involved in 
the current, highly manual process for buying and selling managed investments.  Deeper consideration of 
these costs is likely to lead to demands for further automation, which the ASX Managed Funds Service 
provides. 

Richard Murphy, General  Manager, Capital  Markets, ASX  said, “the findings in this report demonstrate the  
potential cost saving benefits the Managed Fund Service will deliver to  managed fund industry participants and 
investors, and ultimately reaffirms our commitment to develop the service“. 

Jonathan Ng of Rice Warner said “in addition to identifying potential cost savings, another aspect of the 
research showed the need for greater understanding of the complete end to end cost of the applications and 
redemptions process as it exists today”.  

“While the service is subject to regulatory approval, the ASX Managed Fund Service will provide investors and 
advisors with greater access to a broader range of asset classes.  ASX is working closely with a 60 member 
foundation group consisting of fund managers, unit registries and ASX brokers to develop a range of educational 
programs to support advisors and investors’ understanding of how the service will work so they’re better able 
to make informed investment decisions,” Mr Murphy said.  
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